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A VISUAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF CYLINDER LUBRICATION

By MILTOX C. &rhw and THEODORENTUSSDOEFER

SUMMARY

~ Y-type engine provided w“th a glass cylinder mm used to
study visually tb lubm”cationcharactetitics of an.aircrafitype
p“ston. Photographs and data were obtained with t~ en~”ne
motoredat engine 8peed8up to 1000 Fpmand con8tantcylin.der-
head pressures of Oand 50 pound8 per square inch.

A 8hdy wa8 made of the orientation of the pi8ton under
oarious operating conditions, which indicated i%ai tlM piston
was inclined with the crown nearest tlw major-thrust cylinder
face throughoutthe greaterpart of the cycle. The p“8ton moced
laterally in the cylinder under the in$uence of piston side thrust.

The data and the photographs indicate that the lubrication of
the piston assembly, under the cmuWion8 of the~ee.rperiments,
i8 hydrodynamicin naturefor at lea8tpart of ~hestroke. De$-
nitely wedge-shaped oil @n8 were photographed and correlated
un”thpistm-orientation data.

The amount of lubricant present on the p“don skirt raried
with the rehtice angular position8 oj p“ston rings and m“ththe
lateralmotion of the@ton becauseof load. Rate and direction
of piston-ring rotation rm”ed with cylinder-head preseure and
engine speed. Piston rings were ob8emedto rotate a8 rap”dly
as 1 rpm at an engine speed of 1000 rpm.

Little oil was present on the pi8ton skirt when the cylinder
was operatedunder load, and the ml flm on theface of a piston
ring waa estimatedto be 0.0001 inch thick or less. In general,
much less oil wa.9present on theupper side of the inclined p&ton
than on the lower side. In this case, the upper side was the
major-thwst face.

INTRODUCTION

The physics of cylinder lubrication has progressed leas
rapidly than that of journal-bearing lubrication. This lack
of development may be attributed to the fact that cylinder
lubrication is achieved under transient conditions, whereas
nearly all journaI-bearing investigations have been mn-
ducted under steady conditions of load, speed, and tem-
perature. In contrast to the many theoretical papem
concerning journal-bearing lubrication, only two hydro-
dynamic treatments of cylinder lubrication have been found
in the literature (references 1 and 2); these papers treat the
lubrication of piston rings only under equilibrium conditions
of Ioad, speed, and temperature.

Theoretical investigations of cylincler lubrication must be
continuously supported by experimentally proved facts in
order that reasona.bIe simplifying assumptions may be made.
AIthough many engine tests have been made in cylinder-

lubrication studies, relatively few experiments have been
performed in which pertinent data -were collected under
carefuIIy controlled operating conditions. Refere~ces 3 to 11
describe such controlled experiments.

—-

A visual study of any problem is generally gratifying and
often reveals information that is available by no other means.
If a piston can be observed in operation and if the mrmner in
which the oil and the piston move aIong the cylinder can be
studied, much useful information may be obtained. At-
t~pts to study journal and slider lubrication using glass
bearings are reported in references 12 to 15 but no publication
that describes a similar attempt to study cylinder lubrication
seems to be available.

A visual study of the cylinder-lubrication process was con-
ducted during 1944 at the NTACA Cleveland laboratory with ___
a speciaIIy designed engine equipped with a. glass sleeve.
The orientation of the piston and the rzxtent and character-
istics of the Lubricating film were emmined with the t@
engine motored over a limited range of operating variables.
A description of the apparatus and the techniques with some
preliminary results are presented herein.

APPARATUS

Bngine,-A two-cyIinder, V-type (90°) engine -was used
in this in~estigation. One of the cylinder blocks was re-
placed by a special unit that heId the gks sIeeve and alIowed ._
the piston to be observed without obstruction. The sleeve
of Pyrex gIass -was centrifugally caat to a diametrical tolerance
of +0.0015 inch and was 0.25 inch thick. The surface finish
-was smoother than any ground or lapped metal surface would
be.

A large cylindrical preesure chamber having a vokne of
2000 cubic inches was used in place of the standard head.
The ratio of the vohune of this chamber to the piston dis-
placement (33.6 cu in.) was such that only a 1.’i-percent
variation in the pressure occurred within the chamber as the
piston moved from one dead-center position to the other.
Preliminary study of such a simple constant-pressure system
was considered advisable in order mat int=pretation of the
data would be straightforward. The pressure chamber was
equipped with a pressure gage, a pressure-relief valve, a fit-
ting for connection to a nitrogen cylinder, and an oil-collection
tube. The engine is diagrammatically and photographically ‘“
shown in Qurea 1 and 2, respectively. The principal engine
dimensions are as follows:

~~~
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FIGCFISI.—Dfagrarrrof engfneoqnfppedwith gla= cylfnder.

Bore, (il~.)------------------------------------------- .3.M5.
Stroke, (h.) ------------------------------------------ 4.375
Pieton displacement, (CUin.) ---.---- .------— .–.-— ---- 33.6
Clearance volume, (cu h.)---- .. —---------------------— 2000

Diametraf skirt clearance, (b.) ------------- .---------— O.OQ6
Diametral ring-belt clearance (in.) ----------------------- .0.008
Weight of piston assembly, fib) ---------------------- .0. 946
Connecting rod:

Length, (ti.)------------------------------------ ...~ 015
Distance from center of wrist pin to center of gravity,

(h)-------------” ------------------------------- L 61
Weight, (lb)---- ---------- ---------------------- -- 2 (!7
Moment of inertia about center of gravity, (lb) (ft) (see*)- 0.00457
Ratio of connecting-rod length to crank throvr--------- 3.66

The pistons for this investigation were turned from
aluminum castings to dimensions appro.ximwteIy propor-
tional to those of a piston from an engine of 1710 -cubic-
inch displacement. The dimensions of. both. the rnodeI
piston and the piston from the engige of 1710-cubic-inch
displacement are given in figure 3.

Tlie engine was driven by a 6-horsepower, direct-current
motor; by means of a system ot pulleys, any speed from 50
to 5000 rpm could be obtained. The glass sleeve was
operated in still air with no special arrangement for cooling.
The cylinder was lubricated by a cone of oil directed against
the bottom of the sleeve by an auxiliary oil system. In alI
runs, the oil-inlet temperature was maintained approximately
constant at 80° F and the pressure to the auxiliary nozzle

(a) V!ew of fmporatusl

(b) &wJp of glasscgffnder and@ston.
FIGUREZ.—Photographof engtneequipped with gltisacytindcr.
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FmuEE !l.-Dfagramof mwhl piston and piston from an cnglne of 1710.cubic-inch
displacementshowing proportional dimensions.
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(b) Quartzfiber@otographed thrmgh mbzosmpe. Smsll dlvfsfons represent
O.LHIIInch.

FIGCRE4.-AuxLUary appwatus for InwstigatLng piston orlentatfm

was maintained approximately constant at 40 pounds per
square inch. The rate of oil flow to the bottom of the
cylinder was 0.6 pound per minute; SAE 10 oiI having a
viscosity of 9.16X 10-B reyns (1 reyn is 1 (lb) (see)/sq in.)
at 80° 1? was used. The natural fluorescence of this oil
was increased in this investigation by the addition of a
fluorescent dye.

Apparatus for investigating piston orientation.-A knowl-
edge of the variation of lateral position and inclination of
the piston with crank angle was required to interpret photo-
graphs of the oiI film between the piston and the cylinder
wall. Quartz fibers 0.001 inch in diameter were mounted
almve and below the piston w shown in figure 4 (a) to pro-
vide a reference line on the piston. By means of a cathe-
tometer, the central element of the major-thrust face of the
cylinder ~as found to be para?Iel to “the two co-linear fibers.
Figure 4 (b), a photograph taken through one of t-he micro-
scopes, shows that the fibers provide a distinct index. A
very sharp high light was obtained on each edge of the fiber
by side lighting, and the line along the left edge was used in
aII observations.

The relatively large distance of the reference line from
the wrist pin magniiied the linear displacement at the top
or bottom of the piston because of a small change in its
inchoation. Unlike various index lines ruled directly upon
the piston, the quartz fibers remained very distinct when
viewed by stroboscopic light at engine speeds as high as
1500 rpm.

Two measuring microscopes wit-h scaks divided into
O.001-inch units were mounted one above the other on the
cylinder block and viere focused upon the quartz fibers
(fl.g.4 (a)). The microscopes were adjusted to give the same
reading when mo~ed to successive positions along a straight
edge mounted parallel to the cylinder axis.

PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

“The oil Nm between a piston and a cylinder is genaally
inkisible when directly illuminated. A relatively thick oil
film, such as obtains in a journal bearing under light load,
may be rendered visible by menns of Q substance added to
the oiI. In lubrication studies tith glass journal bearings,
Barnard (reference 14) used a dye and Vogelpohl (reference
15) used graphite and ~awdust-. Beciuse the oil fihns
encountered in cylinder lubrication even under light loads
are extremely thin, a concentration of dye or other material
sticient to make the extent of the film, visible would be
clifHcult, if not impossible, to obtain. In these runs two
new methods of making ~e~ thin oil films readily visible
were used.

Soattered-light method,—One method of rendering oil
films visible utilizes a scattered-light tecMique. The rela-
tive positions of flash tubes, baflles, mask, and camera
required in the scattered-Iight method are diagrammatically
shown in @e 5. Four General Electric flash tubes

T;
1

Flash fubes ----
.,.
‘--- Baffles

~9”~ .’”

FIGURE5.—Armngement & appnmtns frmphotograpbfng cylinder Inbrkatfon by &atkre&
Ifght method.
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(FT-19 type) were operated st.roboscopicaIIy. The circuit
was “triggered” by a set of automotive breaker points that
was operated by a cam on the crankshaft. (See figs. 1
and 2,) The mask was necessary to keep light from stream-
ing directIy across the cylinder at points above and below
the piston and, reducing contrast by fogging the film. The
mask was arranged in the form of a roll with 36 openings,
each slightIy smaller than the size & the piston. Each
opening was cut lower than the preceding one, providing a
mask for use at any value 01 crank angle.

Light entered the space between the piston and the cylin-
der walI at a grazing angle, and the fluorescent dye in the
oil caused the light to be scattered at points where an oil
film was present. Some of the scattered light left the
cylinder, which resulted in a sensation of light at all points
where there was an oil film and one of. darkness where w
oil fibn existed. This phenomenon of light scattering is the
basis of the ultramicroscope devised by Siedentopf and
Zsigmondy in 1903.

A few experiments were made in order to study the
characteristics of the light scattered by a thin film of liquid
between the piston and the cylinder -walI. ~onfluorescent,
white mineral oil to which colloidal copper (nonfluorescent
material) was added did not give as good results as an oil
containing fluorescent dye even though the copper sol
showed a strong Tyndall eflect. Contr@ between a comp-
lete oil film and a region having no oiI film was greatly
sacrificed when a light source. with a rel&.t,iveIy strong ultra-
violet component was replaced by a light source with much
more of its radiation in the visible region of the spectrum.
Maximum contrast was obtained by the combined scfittering
of white light and the emitting of visible fluorescent light
produced when scattered ultraviolet Iight was absorbed by
the dye in the oil. No scattered light was observed in the
absence of an oil film,

Satisfactory photographs were obtained from a single
flash of the four lamps using a high-speed panchromatic
film and a camera that had an f/1.9 lens. The scattered-
light method was used to obtain single-flash photographs of
the oil film under different combinations of engine speed and
cylinder-head pressure. The oil film was reproduced with
sufEcient exactness from stroke to stroke so that a motion
picture could be obtained from a sequence of single-flash
photographs taken at successive values of crank angIe.
The slight discontinuity appearing from frame to frame in
this type of motion picture indicates deviation in the extent
of the oil flm from stroke to stroke and ie more enlightening
than annoying.

Fluorescent-light method,—In the Fluorescent-light meth-
od, the glass cylinder was directly illuminated by long-n-ave-
Iength ultraviolet radiation from which all the visible light
had been filtered-a so-called beam of Vblack light. ” Inas-
much as all motor oils are fluorescent, a visible light was
emitted from the oil film and only invisibIe utlravioIet rays
were reflected from points at which there was no oil film,
The intensity of the vieiblc fluorescent light varied with
flm thickness and concentration of the fluorwc.wt dye in
the oil.

The fluorescent-light method rendered an oil film very
distinct to the eye but the intensity of the fiuor~ccnt light
was insufficient for obtainment of a photograph with a single
stroboscopic. flash of light. Good multiflash photographs
were obtained by using a brilliant stroboscopic source. of
ultraviolet. light and a camera with a fast lens. Genera]
Electric FT-19 flash tubes in conjunction with Htinovia
Sc 5022 fires were the most satiefac.tory stroboscopic light,
source.. Photographs were obt aincd with 25 flaslws from
two tubes using a camera equipped with an f/1.9 lens, a
Wratten No. 2A filter, and a fast panchromatic film. ‘1’he.
titer was used to prevent reflected ultraviolet light from
entering the camera Iens, an important coneidcmt.ion
because of the extreme sensitivity of photographic film to
ultraviolet rays of long wavehmgth.

Comparison of scattered-light and fluorescent-light
methods, -—Photographs of a stationary piston illustrating
the difference in appe.ararwe of pictures tskcn by the srat-
tered-light and the fluorescent-light metho~q arc prcscntwl
in figure 6. These photographs were taken in u suc.cession

~:;7G;‘;W e.=: .:::-1::...~

A 2-s-45”

(a) SoatteM-light photographtaken (b) Fluoi%$ct?mtJShtphotograph
with abgle hh of two tubes. taken w[th 40&bee of two hlbtd.

Fmomr 6.–Fhotagraphs of M,at[onarypfaton taken by ecattorod.llghtanrf Iluoruwont-llglit
methode.

without disturbing the piston. The sca,ttcrcd-light IJIMto-
graph (fig: 6 (a)) was taken using a single flash from two
tubce; the fluorescent-light photograph (fig. 6 (b)) was takcy
with 40 flashes from tho two tubes. The scmttcred-lighb
photograph shows onIy the oil films that touch Loth (he
cylinder wall ancl the piston; whereas the Jluoresccnt-light.
photograph shows the presence of all oil on tlw piston ubove
a certain thickness whether or not thu film touclm the
cylinder -wall, For example, t-he oil film at. point A (fig. 6)
did not touch the cylinder wall; the fluorescent-lighL photo-
graph shows the presence of oil, but the scattwc(i-light
photogra~h shows nothing_&t this point. Figure o also shows
that the fhlorescent-Iight method will not record {ho prmcncc
of as thin an oil film as the scattired-light method, (cf. the
appearance of the ring faces in the two photographs.) The
two methods are thus seen to be supplementary,

AIt.bough the muItiflash-fluorescent method failed tu give
sharp photographs in all instances, it did indicate the average
extent of the oil film during several successive strokes.
Furthermore, the fluorescent method proved convenient, for
studies of the oiI Iiim by direct observation and could ttlso bc
used h estimate the thickness of the oil u by compttriug
the intensity of the fluorescent light from tlw cylinder with
that from a wedge of oil of known thickness,

.—
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this investigation, a crank angle of 0° corresponds to the
top-center position of the piston. The major-thrust face is
considered to be the one upon which the piston rides on the
down stroke.

Piston orientation.-The results of the quartz-fiber investig-
ations are given in figure 7 where the observecl upper-
microscope and Iower-mh-oscope readings are plotted
against crank angle for three engine speeds at cylinder-head
pressures of O and 50 pouncIs per square inch. Curves of
total side thrust, velocity, and acceleration of the piston are
given for each run for use in discussing the piston-orientation
data. The method of computing the total side thrust of the
piston is described in the appendix.

The vertical distance between the curves for the upper and
the lower microscopes, at any particular crank angle, is a
measure of the inclination of the piston. Vi%en the curve
obtained with the upper microscope I& above that obtained
with the lower microscope, the piston was inclined with its
upper end toward the major-thrust face of the cyIinder;
when the reverse is true, it was inclined toward the minor-
thrust face. The position of the mean of the two microscope
readings relative to the 0.020-inch line determines whether
the center of the piston was on the major-or the minor-thrust
side of the cylinder center line. For exrimpIe, -when the
engine was run at 50 rpm with a cyIinder-head pressure of 50
pounds per square inch (fig. 7 (b)), the piston was inclined
with its crown toward the major-thrust face of the cyIinder
and was also closer to the major-thrust face than the minor-
thrust face at a crank angle of 100°.

The curves of f@re 7 give the true inclination of the piston
and a good approximation of its lateral position. These
curves represent the loci of the lat.erd disp~acements of points
on the piston having a vertical spacing of 1.234 inches (the
distance between the microscopes). Because the positions
of the microscopes relative to the top of the piston change
continuously with crank angle, these curvee give only an in-
clination of the relative locations of fixed points on the piston.
The exact location of the upper and lower ends of the piston
could have been determined but this complicated retiement
is unm.rranted by the precision of the data.

Observations were made at an engine speed of 50 rpm in
order to sindate operation under very high load at a high
engine speed without putting too much stress on the glasa
cylinder. A total piston side thrust of 100 pounds at an
engine speed of 50 rpm produces flm thicknesses equivalent
to a much higher load at a practical engine speed. The total
piston side thrust reached a maximum at approximately the
same crank angle in figures 7 (b), 7 (d), and 7 (f), but the
Iateral motion of the piston was considerably greater at
50 rpm than at the higher engine speeds. The piston ran
approximately concentric with the cyhnder when the result-
ant piston side thrust was smalI (@s. 7 (a), 7 (c), and 7 (e)),

but considerable lateral motion was noted under load
(*.7 (b), 7 (d), and 7 (f)).

The piston vms inclined with its upper cnd nearer the
major-thrust face of the cylinder during the greater portion
of both the up and down strokes. (See fig. 7.) Such an in-
clination is essential if the piston is b operate l@rodynami-
cally as a curved slider. bearing. The inclination was in all
cases equal h or Iess than 16’ of arc and was generally much
less.

In the region of bottom center an inverted piston slope was
evident, particularly at low speed. As the piston reached
bottom cent er (fig. 7 (b)), it moved toward the minor-thrust
face of the cylinder, became vertical, and assumed a position
with the top of the piston closer to the minor-thrust face of
the cylinder than to the major-thrust face. As the velocity
increased and an oil film vm.s established, the piston returned
to its normaI incbation.

The piston did,not move violently from one cylinder face
to the other M+thi total piston side thrust changed direction.
The lateral movement of the pistan occupied a considemble
portion of the stroke. The etart of this movement at the
top-center position lagged the reversal of piston side thrust,
particularly at high engine speeds. Con~erseIy, the move-
ment at the bottom-center position anticipated the revemal
of side thrust, particularly at low engine speeds. (See
figs. 7 (b), 7 (d), and 7 (f).)

Inasmuch as the piston side thrust is symmetrical with
respect to the zero axis in figure 7, piston displacement t
should be expected to be symmetrical with respect to the
0.020-inch line if all conditions were iden ticaI as the piston
moved in either direction. More oil was always present.,
however, on the minor-thrust cylinder wall than on the major-
thrust cylinder wall owing principally to the particular direc-
tion of crankshaft rotation used. The oil thrown from the
big-end bearing was for the most part deposited on opposite
cylinder walls with opposite directions of crankshaft rotation.
The gravitational influence associated with the inclination of
the cylinder at 45° to the vertical further contributes to the
unequal distribution of oil. This clifference in the quan tity of
oil present on opposite cylinder walls together with the influ-
ence of the inertia of the piston couId at Ieast partly account
for the observed lack of symmetry of the piston displacement
curves.

Scattered-1ight photographs.-The photographs shown in
figure 8 were obtained by the scattered-light method at an
e@ne speed of 1000 rpm and at cylinder-head pressures of O
and 50 pounds per square inch. Photographs of the piston
operating under very light Ioad (fig. 8 (a)) show that oil was
present on both sides of the piston at nearly all times. The
oil film that was present is show-n to be striated and broken
into relatively small patches. The piston was operating close
to the center of the cylinder but somewhat closer to the rninor-
thrus~ cylinder face. The microscope data confl.rm this in-
t?wpretation. (See points A and B, fig. 7(e).) -—
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tikx-fhruet face

(a)
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(b) Engine speed, IWOrpm; ogllnder.headpr=ur% al porrndsw squareInoh.

FIGURES.-SWtered-light photographsof rurmlngpiston,

The photographs in figure 8(b) at a crank mgle of 60° and
a cylinder-head pressure of 50 pounds per square inch l=ve
the general appearance of a piston operating wit bout loacI
except that the quantity of oil present is less. The iDst_gJ.I-.
taneous total piston side tlwust was 78 pounds in the major-
thrust direetion. The microscope data at point A in figure
7(f) indicate that at a crank angle of 60° the piston was in
the act of moving from the minor-thrust face toward. the
major-thrust face, which explains tb e absence of a load-
supporting oil flm on the major-thrust face of the cylinder.

The photographs in figure 8 (b) at a crank angle of 300°
and a cylinder-head pressure of 50 pounds per square inch
show representative views of a Ioadeclpiston taken from the
major-thrust and minor-thrust sides “Ff the cylinder. The

total piston side thrust was 80 pounds in the direction of tho
minor-thrust face and it is evident from the photographs
thwt the load was being carried on this face. The lodcarrying
oil film shown in the lovwr-righ~ photograph of figure 8 (b)
is smn to have an approximately parabolic uppw bound-
ary. The corresponding piston-orientation datti, givm d
point B in figure 7 (f), indicate that the piston was nmrcr
the minor-thrust than the major-thrust cylinder fare, sub-
stantiating the. interpretation of the photographs. The
upper-microscope read~ is greater thfm the lower-micro-
scope reading, which indicates tl.mt the piston was inclined
with its crown nearer the major-thrust cylinder fa cc. Inns-
much as a limited quantit,y of oil was avaihtble on the piston
skirt, it is reasonable to assume that the upper film boundmy
would conform to a.locus of constant film thickness. k order
for the locus of constant film t~lckness to be mn rqqmoxi-
mately parabolic curve, as shown in the lower-right. photo-
graph of_figure 8 (b), the piston would lmvc to I.w inclined
as indicated by fi~e 7 (f).

The series of photographs shown in figure 9 were rho ob-
tained by the scattered-light method. TIN photographs in
the first column were taken from the major-thrust fare of tho
cylinder; those in the third column wwc tnkcn from the
minor-thrust face. The entire piston was not vkible in the
region of bottom center because the piston rercdcs into an
invisible portion of the test cylinder. The dmwinge in t.ho
second c.olurnn show the orientation of tht~ piston mt crnnk-
angle intwvrds of 200 as dcte.rmincd by the quartz-fihcr
investiga~on. The total piston side thrust and the piston
velocity are plotted against crank anglo in the fourth column.

The space between the piston skirt and the cylinder face
was usually not Ned with oil. When the piston was operat-
ing without side thrust, a greater portion of this spaco was
@led with oil than when the piston WM operating under load.
(See @_.8 and 9.) Under comprwablc conclitimls of opcm
tion, less oil is shown on the major-thrust face than on the
minor-thrust face. This unequal oil dktrihution is prohddy
due to the gravitation of oil to the minor-thrust ftire of the
cylinder.

The area covered by the did oil film wlwn the cylindrr
was operated under load is an indication of th{} thickness of
the tire, F@re 9 (d) shows more area of oil in the loadccl
side of the piston at 500 rpm than is shown in figure 9 (h) at
1000 rpi with the same Ioad. At 500 rpm the piston hm
time to squeeze the oil mom thinly over the skirt. Mli!,ional
information concerning oil-film dietribution is presented in
the discussion of fluorescent-light photographs.

The piston may be considered amdagous to a c.urvcd slider
bearing. The oil supply to the piston skirt is limited by
the rings on either side of the skirt, wherens the usua~ slider
bearing operates with abunclant lubrication. The oricntn-
tion of the piston and the shap(? of the oil film me, w“n-
sequently, clependat upon the amount of oil present in
addition to the important variables in plntw-slhler theory
(load, velocity, and viscosity).

A load-carrying oil film was never observed to cover on
arc of more than 180°, nor was oil ever observed to flow
circumfewntially around the piston.
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FIGCR!I 10.+eqnence of fhuxescent-ffghtphotographs showing rntotIon d piston rings M okrwd from major-thrustfaceof cyIInder. Engine speed, 1000rpm; crank angle, HO”.

Fluorescent-light photographs,-The photographs in figure
10 are a representative sequence and illustrate the influence
of the cylinder-head pressure upon the rekitive angular
positions of the top and third compression-ring gaps, desig-
nated A and B, respectively, in the tlgure. These photo-
graphs were taken using 25 successive flaebes for each
picture. The time at which each picture -was taken is indi-
cated on the @e together with the prevailing pressure
(cross-hatched areas). All rings in the test piston were
observed to rotate at different rates. Rings -were observed
to rotate at a rate as high as 1 rpm at an engine speed of
1000 rpm. The direction and the rate of rotation may be
varied by chmges in either engine speed or cylinder-head
pressure. The response of the piston rings to changes in
engine speecl or cylinder-head pressure is approximately
reproducible.

The oil-metering action of the third compression ring is
evident in &me 10. The sequences of photographs from
4 to 8 and from 23 to 30 were taken at the times indicated
but under otherwise similar conditions. These two series of
photographs cover periods in which the third compression-

* gap (B) moved from left tO @ht. A gradu~ ~crease ~
the quantity of oil on the skirt is evident as the ring gap
comes into view (photographs 5 and 24). The similarity of
oorrwpcmding photographs in the two sequences indicates
that the observed variation in skirt lubrication is associated
with tbe orientation of the piston ring. Because nearIy alI
the piston rings have noncircuhir pressure diagrams, such a

fluctuation is to be expected. The relative orientation of the
several piston rings may account for observed fluctuations in
oil consumption, blow-by, and friction horsepower of a test
engine.

~ number of fluorescent-light photo~aphs tal~en from the
maj,or-thrust face are shown in figure 11. These photographs
offer additional evidence of the lag in lateral movement of
the piston. A residual oil pattern, found at the top of the
cylinder, was evident only when there -was ticient side
thrust to cause appreciable laterrd movement of the piston.
Figures 11 (c) to 11 (f) show this pattern, which was ob-
tained onIy with cylinder-head pressure. (LYOsuch pattern
is etident in figs. 11 (a} and 11 (b).) Tha top horizontal
band of the pattern coincides with the top of the piston at
top center and is probably produced by oiI thrown from the
crown of the piston upon its reversal. The lower V-shaped
portion of the pattern begins and enda at crank-angle values
appro.ximat ely at the beginning and the end of tbe lateral
piston movement, as shown in figure 7. The oil was evi-
dently squeezed from the top ring groove and the space
above the ring as the piskn moved toward the major-thrust
face and was metered past the top edge of the piston. This
metering action is attested by the fact that all striations
%lble in tbe pattern have counterparts on the top of the
piston.

The fluorescenhlight photographs in figure 11 show no oil
fll.rn between the rings and the cylinder face. Tbe compar-
able scattered-light photographs in figure 8, however, imlicate
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FIOURE Il.—Photographs taken from major-thrust face of eylfndcr rreingEnorewent-llght
method. Engineepwd,KMmm.

that oil was present. When the intensity of the fluorwcent
light from the oil film beneath the rings was compared with

that from fiIms of known thickness, the pistowring oil fdms
shown in figure 11 were estimated to be 0.0001 “kch or less.

The great difference in the amount of lubricant present on
the piston skirt operating with and without piston sido
thrust is shown in iigure 11. ThiE difference might be m-
plained by the lateral motion of the piston under load, &
the piston. moved back and forth in the cyhnder, considerable
pressure -was developed, whiclL caused the oil to flow OUL
past the piston rings. The upward flow of oil past the oil-
control rings was relatively small because there was liUlc --- ._

driving pressure from below. Consequently, Iittlc oil cd-
Iected on. the skirt wheu t.ho piston was operatml under
high load. Under low-load conditions, the piston operated
approximately concentric with the cylinder and lit t.le pressure
was developed ta force the oil from the skh%, Figure 11
shows that there is reaI danger of making tho oil-control
rings too efficient. If the oil-control rings hold back too
much oil, the lubrication of the compression rings, as WCI.I
as of the piston skirt, will be endangered. The ided condi-
tion, as far as piston-skirt lubrication is concerned, is to
operate without skirt rings.

SUMMARY OF RESUL’1%

A study of piston-skirt lubrication was made by dirwL
observation of the oiI iilm, utilizing two photographic tech-
niques, in investigations with a gIass-cylinder engine motored
over a Iimitad number of conditions (cylinder-head pressures
of O and 50 lb/aq in. and engine speeds to 1000 rpm).
The results of this investigation am summarized as follows:

1. In accordance with hydrodynamic thmry, the piston
was inclined in such a direction as to favor an oil wcdgo on
the loaded side of the cylinder during the grea.tcr portion of
the engine cycle.

2. The piston moved laterally from the major-thrust k
the minor-thrust face of the cylinder tmdcr the influcnco of
piston side thrust. .

3, The piston rings, particularly the lower oil-control rings,
had a considerable effect upon piston-skirt lubrication.

4. The. amount of lubricant present on the piston skirt
varied with the relative angular position of the piston rings
and with cylinder pressure.

5. Rate and direction of piston-ring rotation varied with
cylinder-head pressure and engine speed. Rates of rotution
as high as 1 rpm at an engine speed of 1000 rpm wero
observed

6. The estimated thickness of an oil film on tlm piston-ring
I face, when o~eratinz under load. was 0.0001 inch or lCSS.

7.’ In gcme~.al,mu~h less oiI wa~ prwcnt on the upper side
of the inched piston than on the lower side.. In the present
case, the upper side was the major-thrust face.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,

, NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, August 1,1946.
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APPENDIX

COMPUTATION OF TOTAL SIDE THRUST OF PISTON

The total piston side thrust @ considered herein as the
thrust P.%erted by the pistcm skirt upon the cylinder and is
composed of four components: reciprocating inertia force,
gas force, gravitational force, and friction force. The met,h-
ods of computing each of these components are outlined and
discussed in the following paragraphs. The friction com-
ponmt was neglected in making the computations of total
side thrust because of its relatively insi@ificant magnitude,
as subsequently shown in the discussion of friction force.

Reciprocating inertia force.—The reciprocating inertia
force is produced by the acceleration of the mass of the piston
assembly and the mass of the upper end of the connecting
rod and may be computed by the method of reference 18.
The total mass of the connecting rod may be replaced by
the cinematically equivalent system of two masses (fil~ and
il~,) shown in the crank-mechanism diagram (fig. 12)

FmuRE 12.—Cmnk-meohnntsmdiagram.

where

center of crank pin
connecting-rod length
distance from center of gravity to wrist pin
distance from center of gratity to point B
total mass of connecting rod
component of mass of connecting rod concentrated at

point A
component of mass of connecting rod concentrated at

point B
center of crank shaft

The masses 314 and il~~ w-ill cause the correcting rod to have
the same total mass, moment of inertia, and center of gratity
as the true rod if these masses and heir locations are chosen
according to the folio-iving equations:

I
“LB=Z

M,= LA ~
LA+L~

where 1 is the moment of inertia abont the center of gravity.

The center of gravity of the connect.-ing rod was deter-
mined by balancing it on a lmife edge, and the moment of
inertia was determined in the usual manner from the fre-
quency of oscillation of the rod about the center line of the
wrist pin. Acceleration of the point A was obtained from
Smith’s compilation of piston accelerations (reference 17),
whereas the acceleration of point B was obtained by the sim-
ple construction shown in the acceleration diagram (fig. 13)

Fmmm 13.—AcceleratIondlugmm.

where

liT’ piston acceleration (from reference 17)

EH centripetal acceleration of ~ in cranls-mechmism
diagram=O~ (angular velocity of 0~)’

E(7 acceleration of B in crank-mechanism diagram

Point @is located by making lW=($&l?.

The force diagram may be compIeted and the inertia com-
ponent of piston side thrust determined from the following
~quation, ~hich is derived in reference 16:

where
JK
FB

force vector shown in force diagram.
component of Piston side thrust due to force axerted

~y B in cr&dr-mechanism diagram.

The resulting force diagram is shown in figure 14

FIGcm! 14.-Forca &gram.

where the F’s are various componenb of thrust and the a’s
are accelerations; subscripts B, A, p, and i refer to points B
and A, gas pressure, and inertia, respectively.
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Computed values of inertia side thrust for an engine speed
of 1 rpm are as follows:

Crank angle Inertia side thrust
(deg) (lb)

o 0
20 1.25X10-8
40 1.86
60 1.47
80 ,46
100 –,47
120 – .83
140 – .80
160. –.42 .
180 0

The inertia side thrust at any engine speed is obtained by
multiplying these values by the square of the speed in revolu-
tions per minute. A positive value indicates a force. directed
against the major-thrust cylinder face.

Gas force,—The component of piston aide thrust that-is
due to gas pressure is obtaimid by multiplying the gas force
acting on the piston by tan ~. (See. crarilc-rneclmnisrn
diagram.) A positive gas pr~ure will cause a piston side
thrust in the major-thrust direction fm crankzaggle. valu~
from 0° to 180° and in the minor-thrust direction from 180”.
to 360°.

Gravitational force,—The inclination of the cylinder
center line at m angle of 45° gives tie to a gravitational
com-ponent of pistin side thrust. The gravitational force
acting vertically at the wrist pin is equ”d to the weight of the
piston assembly plus the weight of the upper tid of the con-
necting rod (32.2” MA). ‘JM3 force is approximately 1.5
pounds and may be resolved into &wo cornponenta: one
perpendicular to the cylinder axis, and the other along the
connecting-rod axis. The magnitudes of them components
vary with the inclination of the connecting rod. The comp-
onent perpendicular to the cylinder axis (gravitational side
thrust) varies from approximately 0.8 to 1.4. pounds during
each revolution of the crank. Inasmuch as the gravitational
side thrust is small, n constant value of 1.1 pounds in the
minor-thrust direction haa been rmmrned at all crank wgles..

Ikiotion foroe,—The friction developed between the piston
assembly and the cylinder face constitutes smother compo-
nent of piston side thrust. This component is equal to the
product of the total normal force bet}veen the. piston assemb-
ly and the cyhnder, the coefficient of friction, and the
tangent of tie angle $. The total normal force between the
pieton assembly and the cylinder is considered herein to be
the nonfiction side thrust and the side thrust due to piston-
ring tension and pressure behkd the rings.

When relatively high pressure behind the rings and an
over-all coefficient of friction of 0.05 were assumed, tho
frictional contribution to the piston side thrust was found @
be less than 3.5 percent of the nonfictional components at
engine speeds up ta 1000 rpn The friction component of
side thrust, like th~ gravitational component, acts in the
minor-thrmt direction at all crank angles.
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